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Category:Lists of anime episodesQ: Is there a more elegant way to create a list of installed Python modules in a file? I've

recently been creating the file ~/.pip/pip.conf which contains a simple list of Python modules installed using pip. Example:
[global] python = /usr/local/bin/python3 [dependencies] myproject = My question is two-fold: is there a more elegant way to

achieve this than doing it in the first place? And if so, what is a more elegant way to do it? A: The correct way to declare lists of
installed packages would be to use a file ~/.pip/requirements.txt. This file should contain the package names and their versions,
in the format package_name-version. Example: numpy==1.13.3 scipy==0.18.1 Note that the package names have to be lower-

case, like they are in the spec file formats (pip's default) but they will still be upcased in the.pip/pip.conf file (which is pip's
global site-packages). For just a handful of packages, the spec-file format is probably not needed and you can use pip list -r (or
pip list -r requirements.txt) for that. The reason for not using ~/.pip/pip.conf is that the file is not installed to a location you are
in as a normal user, so you will not have access to the file. Use the Ham Radio for Good Program to help spread the message

about the benefits and importance of Amateur Radio and to promote safe and emergency communications. We will support all
amateur radio operating procedures as well as events that would benefit us all. Acknowledged by the FCC as a non-profit

organization and approved by the Amateur Radio Relay League (ARL), the goal of this program is to inform the general public
of the importance of amateur radio and to help encourage youth and amateur radio operators to get involved in the hobby. Are

you a working ham? Do you have special skills which you would like to share? If so, the
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